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Wherever we are, we measure our
impact on the ability of people to earn,
learn and belong – the fundamental
human aspirations that matter most to
our neighbors.

The redevelopment of the historic Robert E. Lee Elementary School started in 2012

BakerRipley, formerly Neighborhood Centers, is a pioneering community development organization
that has transformed neighborhoods across the Greater Houston region for over 110 years. Every
year we bring resources, education and connection to more than a half-million people – delivering
innovative solutions that keep our region a place of opportunity for everyone.
Working closely with neighbors, partners and leaders, we build on the strengths and aspirations
of each community and create programs that are effective, impactful and relevant. Our programs
in Near Northside are different from the ones in Pasadena; we design them specifically with each
community in mind.
This report is a reflection of our ongoing conversations with residents of the Near Northside,
and we now move forward by working with the community to make their vision a reality.

A Historic Community
Once part of Houston’s Fifth Ward, the neighborhood attracted
people from German and Italian decent in the early days –
most of the initial development took place in the 1880s.
By 1940, the demographics shifted. Today, the
neighborhood is largely Latino, but there has been a recent
growth in the African American population as well.
The neighborhood is full of historic houses and landmarks.
In 1919, architect Alfred Finn built the former Robert E. Lee
Elementary School campus, the first elementary school in
Houston. When it closed in 2002, it was Houston Independent
School District’s longest continuously operating school.
In late 2012, BakerRipley and Harris County partnered
to begin the redevelopment of the historic Robert E. Lee
Elementary School. The center opened in 2013 and was
renamed the Leonel J. Castillo Community Center, honoring
one of Houston’s most distinguished political figures and
iconic civil rights leader – the first Latino elected to citywide
office. Other community stakeholders have played a large
role in the Near Northside’s development, including the
YMCA and Wesley Community Center.
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The late Leonel J. Castillo at the groundbreaking for the center, 2012

What’s Going On Today?
Today, the Leonel J. Castillo Community Center offers intergenerational programs, youth enrichment programs, fitness
initiatives, food fairs, senior services, career planning, adult
education and entrepreneurial support. It’s also a go-to venue
for community activism and it proudly hosts countless civic
engagement events to keep neighbors connected and
empowered.
In 2016 alone, we served more than 20,000 residents
in the area and the number is growing. We’re always adjusting
to meet the needs of our neighbors – their dreams and
aspirations will always guide our work and shape the future
programs in the Near Northside.

Deep Roots Run Through
the Northside
The Near Northside is a small, close knit community with
deep-seated roots. Located close to downtown it’s near
many of the urban amenities Houston has to offer while
still retaining a small town feel. Many residents have lived
here their entire lives, starting businesses and raising
families going back multiple generations.
Setting it apart from other Houston neighborhoods is
the ease to move around, whether on foot, bike or public
transportation. Residents are active and enjoy being out
and about, engaging with neighbors and looking out for
each other.
The neighborhood is attracting significant development
and gentrification, as other Houstonians discover the
neighborhood’s local restaurants and businesses. This new
development is seen as a good opportunity, and one of the
challenges is to make sure everyone in the community
benefits from the changes.

Throughout 2016,
we met with more than 100
Near Northside residents to
discuss the current state of the
neighborhood and learn about
their vision for the future.
We learned the community
is proud of its heritage and
strong personal connections. It
welcomes change that improves
the quality of life for everyone,
and safety is of key importance
for the overall happiness and
well-being of the community.

All the restaurants,
activities - all my
friends would come
over here. There was
always something
bringing me to the
Northside.”
- A N I BE TH TUR CI OS ,
COMMUN I TY PA RTNE R

Our Heritage and Personal
Connections Make Us Strong
Our personal histories are closely tied to the Near Northside
community. Many of us have lived here our entire lives and
have generations of relatives in the neighborhood. For some
of us, it was the first community we settled in when we
moved to Houston, and we were attracted to the area
because we knew someone who lived there.
The biggest strength in our community is our
connection to each other, help and support is just a call
away if needed. Take for example the business owner who
started helping elderly neighbors get to the doctor after
noticing they were struggling to make it to their
appointments alone, this is more important to us than
money or material possessions.
In line with our collaborative nature, we have a history
of community activism. From the Mexican American Youth
Organization Barrio chapter who pushed for social justice
and civil rights, to our current neighbors who work to clean
up the parks and change the business landscape, we aren’t
afraid to stand up for what we believe in. Civic engagement
is part of our heritage, and we believe in helping each other
to improve our neighborhood.
Schools and education are very important in creating a
positive outlook for us. It makes newcomers feel welcome,

“We have the metro rail, we have all
these organizations coming in to help
the Northside. We have Avenue CDC,
we have Sabor del Northside. We
have a lot of things going on within
Northside that we didn’t have in the
past. So to me, personally now, I
think Northside is – it’s in one of
its best times”
- W EN DY A LVARADO
BU SI N ESS OWNE R

and it also helps children find a love for learning. In addition,
schools in the area make an effort to keep parents engaged
in their children’s education.
The Sabor del Northside festival, a free event,
celebrates our vibrant culture and it’s successful in
bringing residents, businesses, schools and the community
together. Festivals help strengthen the bond between us,
and we want to see even more community-organized events
like this one.

Hopeful of New Developments
and the Future
The Near Northside is on the cusp of something great. We
view the changing demographics and ongoing gentrification
as an opportunity we can help shape. New development has
already brought many benefits to us – better transportation
via the light rail, the hike and bike trails of the bayou, new
businesses, and new residents who will strengthen and add
to the diverseness of our community.
The METRO light rail for example has improved the
area by increasing access to downtown and encouraging the
development of new townhomes and condos in previously
rundown parts of the neighborhood.
We welcome this development as long as it’s balanced
and caters to long-term residents and new neighbors alike.
We want to see city and district funds spent on things that
matter to us, like extracurricular youth programs and fixing
up parks we actually use.
Receiving a good education is the cornerstone of one’s
success in life, with one business owner crediting her
education at a neighborhood high school with helping her
attend university and become a successful business person.
When it comes to business development, our mom-andpop businesses can benefit from entrepreneurship classes
and workshops, so they can focus on innovation and attract
the new neighbors that are moving to the community.

Our Happiness, Health and Safety
Are Interconnected
Today, we are a much safer community compared to a few
years ago, but our neighborhood still struggles with crime,
which in turn affects our health and happiness.
We all play a role in making the neighborhood safer by
looking out for each other and communicating more with
the police, particularly by being more active in reporting
crime.
We want to be physically active and use the parks, bike
trails and outdoor spaces our community has to offer. We
want to feel comfortable letting our children play outside.
Feeling safer would allow us to enjoy our neighborhood to its
fullest and bring a renewed sense of happiness and unity
within our community. Programs that increase community
engagement can help us address homelessness in the area,
give youth a productive way to spend their time out of
school and improve our relationship with the police.

“My high point was coming to this school and participating in all the programs
with my kids. We had fundraisers. I was the vice president of the PTO myself.
We had a lot of fun with [the principal]. She helped us participate. The families
got together and they would get with the teachers and take them to different
places, like the Chinese garden, or museums.”
- JO E DAVALOS, R ES I D ENT

Community
Connections
The community
identified 162 unique
assets including
partnerships between
organizations and
businesses.

What’s Next for the Near Northside?
Where we go from here depends on all of us working together. As
new development continues, we must work together and build new
partnerships that benefit everyone. It’s not about old or new, it’s about
building upon the strengths and heritage of the Near Northside.
One of the unique strengths of the community is its ability to unite
and address challenges together, and we will continue to provide a
platform for neighbors to do this. We will explore ways to increase the
community’s safety as we heard that not feeling safe was affecting
people’s willingness to engage in their community.
In addition, BakerRipley will respond to the needs of entrepreneurs
through small business programming and work with the neighborhood’s
city representative to advocate for local businesses and attract new
ones. We look forward to continue working with the Near Northside
community as residents further develop their vision and work to
make it a reality.

